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this book is useful for bank exams.
The book deals with the evolution of the petroleum industry in Assam. The story
revolves around a young engineer Williams McLloyds, who arrives at Digboi in 1925.
Williams is witness to the changing times and also of Digboi, as his professional career
ascends to a great height. But it’s not the lone story of Williams either. H.B
Buchanan’s love for local history and culture as well as its complexities, Towlar’s
audacity, Bhup Singh’s technical acumen, Fullerton's farsightedness, Lady
Flemming’s compassion and many more also play an equally important role in that
journey. Some of the incidents in this novel are based on real-life incidents.
Globally, climate change is exerting an enormous influence on productivity of both
natural and cultivated ecosystems. With growing population and its needs, nature was
subjected to over exploitation at the expense of sustainability of resources and
production base. Of the sciences that help us in understanding and adjusting with the
nature in relation to agriculture, Agricultural Meteorology is one. There are several
advanced books on this subject, but a text book on basic principles is lacking. The
author has attempted to bridge the gap in clear and non-mathematical manner. The first
eight chapters deal with different components of weather, followed by chapters on
applications of meteorological data for tackling the problem of crop production. In other
chapters crop growth modelling, climate change, micrometeorology, weather
modification and remote sensing have been discussed. This book is undoubtedly
essential for students of Agricultural Sciences, Environmental Scientists, Agrometeorologists and Progressive farmers.
This is a single comprehensive book of its kind designed primarily to provide a clearcut, contemporary and stimulating text in a convenient form for the first year
engineering students. It provides quite modern and up-to-date coverage of the science
and art of Civil Engineering which are changing rapidly. With the inclusion of the worked
out examples, the book is almost a 'self-teaching' text material. The book has been
divided into 5 sections namely Engineering Materials, Building Construction (including
Earthquake Resistant Structures), Surveying and Levelling, Transportation Engineering
and Environmental Engineering (including Global Environmental Problems).
We all want to stay fit and healthy. Don’t we? We all dread the thought of visiting a
doctor or a hospital. Don’t we? Unfortunately, the air that we breathe in is full of
hazardous pollutants, the food that we eat is full of chemicals and the water that we
drink is devoid of any minerals! All this makes us weak and sick. Our hectic and
mindless lifestyle further deteriorates our body and mind. Unfortunately, due to all this,
visiting a doctor regularly is unavoidable. Each one of us is different and reacts
differently to what we eat and what we do. This book is an honest attempt to help you
understand your unique body along with its dosha & guna prakriti. The Daily Yoga Plan
including yoga asanas, pranayama or breathing exercises, mudras, meditation and diet
plan, will keep you fit and healthy forever. Further, this book also guides you to prevent
and cure the most common lifestyle diseases prevalent these days. The recommended
Daily Healing Plan along with Neuro Healing Meditation (NHM) will help fight the
ailment and make you fit and healthy. The suggested plan is quite simple and will
ensure that you never visit a doctor again!
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What is mechanical engineering? What a mechanical engineering does? How did the
mechanical engineering change through ages? What is the future of mechanical
engineering? This book answers these questions in a lucid manner. It also provides a
brief chronological history of landmark events and answers questions such as: When
was steam engine invented? Where was first CNC machine developed? When did the
era of additive manufacturing start? When did the marriage of mechanical and
electronics give birth to discipline of mechatronics? This book informs and create
interest on mechanical engineering in the general public and particular in students. It
also helps to sensitize the engineering fraternity about the historical aspects of
engineering. At the same time, it provides a common sense knowledge of mechanical
engineering in a handy manner.
The chemical aspects of materials processing used for electronic applications, e.g. Si,
III-V compounds, superconductors, metallization materials, are covered in this volume.
Significant recent advances have occurred in the development of new volatile
precursors for the fabrication of III-V semiconductor and metal [Cu, W] films by
OMCVD. Some fundamentally new and wide-ranging applications have been
introduced in recent times. Experimental and modeling studies regarding deposition
kinetics, operating conditions and transport as well as properties of films produced by
PVD, CVD and PECVD are discussed. The thirty papers in this volume report on many
other significant topics also. Research workers involved in these aspects of materials
technology may find here some new perspectives with which to augment their projects.
G' Scheme Syllabus of MSBTE. The book is for the 1st year 2nd Semester Diploma
(Computer Engineering). Chapters: Unit - I Program Logic Development Unit - IIBasics
of C programming Unit - III Control Structures Unit - IV Array and Structure Unit - V
Functions Unit - VIPointers
The present book has been throughly revised and lot of useful material has been added
.saveral photographs of electronic devices and their specifications sheets have been
included.This will help the students to have a better understanding of the electrinic
devices and circuits from application point of view.the mistake and misprints,which has
crept in,have been eliminated in this edition.
The Children of Sorrow is not a fictitious literature though it is written in a fashion of a
novel. It is a kind of historical document of particular period. What author has done only
that he recreated all characters and thrown into new and dramatic circumstances. This
is a lamentable tale of untouchables who were victims to unequal social system,
poverty and discrimination. The author minutely observed the twists and turns in their
life till their involvement in three point formula of Dr Ambedkar “educate, organise and
agitate”. The author explained how the untouchables were trapped in poverty, hunger,
dearth and starvation at all times. How the villages were turned in to prison by the high
caste people and how the untouchables put to torture there with a view to castrate their
brain and morale. Cruelty was the law of the land and it was destroying them physically
and spiritually. They were rendered to that position where the crocodile tears also didn't
fall to their share.
A series of six books for Classes IX and X according to the CBSE syllabus
This popular textbook offers a broad and accessible introduction to the building blocks
of modern finance: financial markets, institutions and instruments. Focussing on the
core elements of the subject, the author blends theory with real-life data, cases and
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numerical worked examples, linking the material to practice at just the right level of
technical complexity. This new edition has updated data and cases throughout,
ensuring that it is as up-to-date as possible in this fast-moving area. More assessment
and self-test resources have been added to the book to help support students and
lecturers. It is ideally suited to students at all levels who take economics, business and
finance courses, as well as for those who want to understand the workings of the
modern financial world. New to this Edition: - New case studies, including coverage of
the Libor and foreign exchange rigging scandals, Bitcoin, the FinTech revolution and
issues raised by Brexit - Fully updated data and relevant numerical examples Coverage of derivatives such as futures, options and swaps - Extensive discussion of
regulatory developments since the financial crisis - A companion website featuring
teaching resources is available
This book deals with properties, applications and analysis of important materials of
construction/civil engineering. It offers full coverage of how materials are made or
obtained, their physical properties, their mechanical properties, how they are used in
construction, how they are tested in the lab, and their strength
characteristics--information that is essential for material selection and elementary
design. Contains illustrative examples and tables and figures from professional
organizations. KEY TOPICS: Considers all common materials of civil
engineering/construction--and looks at each in depth: e.g., physical properties,
mechanical properties, code provisions, methods of testing, quality control, construction
procedures, and material selection. Discusses laboratory testing procedures for
selected tests--provides step-by-step descriptions of laboratory test procedures to
determine properties of materials. All test procedures are based on relevant ASTM
specification. MARKET: For Civil Engineers, Construction Engineers, Architects, and
Agricultural Engineers.
Growth and development are born out of setting goals and therefore the continual
success of an organization is all about achieving them. Goals, targets and objectives
are the ideal ways to stretch individuals and realize the potential of the group at large.
Covering both the fundamentals and applications, Object Oriented Programming through Java
provides a thorough introduction to this popular programming paradigm. It includes coverage of
essential topics such as classes, objects, packages, interfaces, multithreading, AWT, Applets,
and Swings. The book also includes a detailed overview of various practical applications,
including JDBC, Networking classes, and servlets. It contains exercises at the end of every
chapter, and sample illustrative programs are used throughout the book. It is a text for courses
on object oriented Java programming and a reference for professionals.
Would you instinctively start planning for the event, or start planning how to delegate the task
to someone else? -In EcoMind, Frances Moore LappŽÑa giant of the environmental movementÑconfronts
accepted wisdom of environmentalism. Drawing on the latest research from anthropology to
neuroscience and her own field experience, she argues that the biggest challenge to human
survival isnÕt our fossil fuel dependency, melting glaciers, or other calamities. Rather, itÕs our
faulty way of thinking about these environmental crises that robs us of power. LappŽ
dismantles seven common Òthought trapsÓÑfrom limits to growth to the failings of
democracyÑ that belie what we now know about nature, including our own, and offers
contrasting Òthought leapsÓ that reveal our hidden power. Like her Diet for a Small Planet
classic, EcoMind is challenging, controversial and empowering.
-- Clear language and illustrations demystify GPS-- Completely revised edition includes
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extensive new material on using GPS with maps and in rough terrain-- GPS systems have
seen exponential growth recently and the first edition has sold more than 33,000 copies
Do you wonder how movies – sequences of static frames – appear to move, or why 3-D films
look different from traditional movies? Why does ventriloquism work, and why can airliner
flights make you feel disoriented? The answers to these and other questions about the human
senses can be found within the pages of Foundations of Sensation and Perception. This third
edition maintains the standard for clarity and accessibility combined with rigor which was set in
previous editions, making it suitable for a wide range of students. As in the previous editions,
the early chapters allow students to grasp fundamental principles in relation to the relatively
simple sensory systems (smell, taste, touch and balance) before moving on to more complex
material in hearing and vision. The text has been extensively updated, and this new edition
includes: a new chapter devoted to attention and perception over 200 new references over 30
new figures and improved, more colorful, visual presentation a new companion website with a
range of resources for students and lecturers The book contains a range of pedagogical
features, including tutorial sections at the end of each chapter. This distinctive feature
introduces areas of the subject which are rarely included in student texts, but are crucial for
establishing a firm foundation of knowledge. Some tutorials are devoted to more advanced and
technical topics (optics, light measurement, Bayesian inference), but treated in an accessible
manner, while others cover topics a little outside of the mainstream (music perception,
consciousness, visual art). Foundations of Sensation and Perception will enable the reader to
achieve a firm grasp of current knowledge concerning the processes that underlie our
perception of the world and will be an invaluable resource for those studying psychology,
neuroscience, and related disciplines.
This Book Provides A Systematic Account Of The Basic Principles Involved In Engineering
Drawing. The Treatment Is Based On The First Angle Projection.Salient Features: *
Nomography Explained In Detail. * 555 Self-Explanatory Solved University Problems. * StepBy-Step Procedures. * Side-By-Side Simplified Drawings. * Adopts B.I.S. And I.S.O.
Standards. * 1200 Questions Included For Self Test.The Book Would Serve As An Excellent
Text For B.E., B.Tech., B.Sc. (Ap. Science) Degree And Diploma Students Of Engineering.
Amie Students Would Also Find It Extremely Useful.
A reference on basic physical and chemical properties of current building materials, for
students, architects, designers, structural engineers, contractors, and specification writers.
Following the CSI Masterformat, the guide outlines the relationship between structure,
properties, and performance, and details properties of interior and exterior materials such as
concrete, polymers, woods, roofing materials, and protective finishes, discussing common
problems. Contains key terms and questions, plus bandw photos. Annotation copyright by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Get the updated industry standard for a new age of construction! For more than fifty years,
Olin's Construction has been the cornerstone reference in the field for architecture and
construction professionals and students. This new edition is an invaluable resource that will
provide in-depth coverage for decades to come. You'll find the most up-to-date principles,
materials, methods, codes, and standards used in the design and construction of
contemporary concrete, steel, masonry, and wood buildings for residential, commercial, and
institutional use. Organized by the principles of the MasterFormat® 2010 Update, this edition:
Covers sitework; concrete, steel, masonry, wood, and plastic materials; sound control;
mechanical and electrical systems; doors and windows; finishes; industry standards; codes;
barrier-free design; and much more Offers extensive coverage of the metric system of
measurement Includes more than 1,800 illustrations, 175 new to this edition and more than
200 others, revised to bring them up to date Provides vital descriptive information on how to
design buildings, detail components, specify materials and products, and avoid common pitfalls
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Contains new information on sustainability, expanded coverage of the principles of
construction management and the place of construction managers in the construction process,
and construction of long span structures in concrete, steel, and wood The most comprehensive
text on the subject, Olin's Construction covers not only the materials and methods of building
construction, but also building systems and equipment, utilities, properties of materials, and
current design and contracting requirements. Whether you're a builder, designer, contractor, or
manager, join the readers who have relied on the principles of Olin's Construction for more
than two generations to master construction operations.
This book offers a timely yet comprehensive snapshot of innovative research and
developments in the area of manufacturing. It covers a wide range of manufacturing
processes, such as cutting, coatings, and grinding, highlighting the advantages provided by the
use of new materials and composites, as well as new methods and technologies. It discusses
topics in energy generation and pollution prevention. It shows how computational methods and
mathematical models have been applied to solve a number of issues in both theoretical and
applied research. Based on selected papers presented at the Grabchenko’s International
Conference on Advanced Manufacturing Processes (InterPartner-2019), held in Odessa,
Ukraine on September 10-13, 2019, this book offers a timely overview and extensive
information on trends and technologies in the area of manufacturing, mechanical and materials
engineering. It is also intended to facilitate communication and collaboration between different
groups working on similar topics, and to offer a bridge between academic and industrial
researchers.
Designed as one of the first true textbooks on how to use the UNIX operating system and
suitable for a wide variety of UNIX-based courses, UNIX and Shell Programming goes beyond
providing a reference of commands to offer a guide to basic commands and shell
programming. Forouzan/Gilberg begin by introducing students to basic commands and tools of
the powerful UNIX operating system. The authors then present simple scriptwriting concepts,
and cover all material required for understanding shells (e.g., Regular Expressions, grep, sed,
and awk) before introducing material on the Korn, C, and Bourne shells. Throughout, in-text
learning aids encourage active learning and rich visuals support concept presentation. For
example, sessions use color so students can easily distinguish user input from computer
output. In addition, illustrative figures help student visualize what the command is doing. Each
chapter concludes with problems, including lab sessions where students work on the computer
and complete sessions step-by-step. This approach has proven to be successful when
teaching this material in the classroom.
This book comprises select proceedings of the International Conference on Emerging Trends
in Mechanical Engineering (ICETME 2018). The book covers various topics of mechanical
engineering like computational fluid dynamics, heat transfer, machine dynamics, tribology, and
composite materials. In addition, relevant studies in the allied fields of manufacturing, industrial
and production engineering are also covered. The applications of latest tools and techniques in
the context of mechanical engineering problems are discussed in this book. The contents of
this book will be useful for students, researchers as well as industry professionals.
This book reviews the current state of all types of electromagnetic testing techniques and
considers the implications of innovations for future inspection practice both in Europe and
Japan.This volume provides researchers with an overview of exchanges on the subjects of
ACPD and ACFM from both Japanese and continental perspectives. For instance: the
Japanese project of applied electromagnetic theory to inspect nuclear power plants and the
theory of signal inversion for flaw identification. Topics covered are: - Inversion, imaging and
flaw reconstruction - Advanced signal processing - Artificial intelligence and neural networks Modelling, simulation and benchmark problems - Reliability of inspections, new techniques and
novel sensors - Automation of data acquisition and processing The work covers a wide range
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of disciplines and will therefore serve a large number of researchers of electromagnetic theory
for the next millenium.
Clint Evans rescues heiress Julie Rose from her kidnappers, but while trying to solve the
mystery of her kidnapping he is tempted to break his own rule of never getting involved with a
client.
Electrical power transmission and distribution are an important area of electrical engineering.
This book on electrical power transmission and distribution takes into account the layout,
design and manufacture of components that form an electrical grid. There has been rapid
progress in this field and its applications are finding their way across multiple industries.
Contents included in this book aim to facilitate a comprehensive knowledge in the fields of
electrical engineering and efficient electricity generation and consumption. This book is a vital
tool for all researching or studying electricity transmission as it gives incredible insights into
emerging trends and concepts. The readers would gain knowledge that would broaden their
perspective about this field.
The book is divided into six sections covering all the aspects of the subject, including basics of
communication, English language, listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. Furthermore,
topics such as role of creative and critical thinking for effective communication, interculturalcommunication, developing extempore and story-telling skills, and writing and giving
instructions have been included in this revised edition.Due to its exhaustive coverage and
practical approach, this textbook is suitable for both students and professionals.
Charles Riggs, director of Counseling and Follow-Up for the Billy Graham Evangelistic
Association for 38 years, shares in this booklet how God has met him day by day and
strengthened his life through the daily Quiet Time.
This books is a great resource for students who are planning to appear for the NNAT2 test for
getting into Kindergarten and Grade 1. This book include one full length practice test and has
48 problems in full color.This book also has bubble answer sheet and answers to the questions
are also included in the book. This book also includes useful tips for preparing for the NNAT2
test. This test has been authored by experienced professional, verified by educators and
administered to students. Each practice test has 4 types of problems 1. Pattern completion. 2.
Pictorial analogies. 3. Pictorial series. 4. Spatial visualization.
This book comprises select papers from the International Conference on Emerging Trends in
Civil Engineering (ICETCE 2018). Latest research findings in different branches of civil
engineering such as structural engineering, construction materials, geotechnical engineering,
water resources engineering, environmental engineering, and transportation infrastructure are
covered in this book. The book also gives an overview of emerging topics like smart materials
and structures, green building technologies, and intelligent transportation system. The contents
of this book will be beneficial for students, academicians, industrialists and researchers
working in the field of civil engineering.
A mythologist and a historian are working on a project collaboratively about the ancient
landlords. Soon, they join hands with Frank, an Anglo-Indian, who tells them about a strange
and mysterious place that once belonged to a landlord. The intrigued trio then sets off on a
fearful and adventurous journey in search of occult knowledge that has been lost in time and
buried deep under the shrouds of history. Will their craving for the esoteric and adventure
make them successful in finding all the lost answers?
Having more of Jesus in your life leads you into a world of unparalleled privilege. In Pursuing
More of Jesus (previously titled My Heart's Cry), gifted Bible teacher and acclaimed conference
speaker Anne Graham Lotz shows you how saturating your life with more of Jesus is the key
to: restoring love to your marriage finding the antidote to fear discovering hope in your grief
loving others with whom you are totally incompatible acquiring the courageous competency to
speak out in a doubting world making your service to God more fruitful Doors open, angels
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attend, mountains move, doubts disappear, and fears fade if we simply pursue Him.
An obnoxious teenager Clary whose life has been nothing but normal, meets a boy. After
meeting the boy her life turns around quickly as she steps onto the best roller coaster ride she
has ever been. The trivial spurts of happiness along with romantic escapes start making her
believe that life couldn’t have been better until she finds out that her life has been under an
impending curse that may shatter everything she has been holding onto…
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